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GRAND MASTER SEX CHANGE  HASH FLASH RAW LIVER  
RELIGIOUS ADVISOR JUST CLACKER  HASH TRASH 

ANYONE/ SEX 
CHANGE  

HARE RAISER JAKE THE PEG  HASH SONGSTRESS FLOWER 0408 706641 

HASH CASH SMOOTH RIDE 0422 805565 HASH RECYCLER OVERPROOF  
HASH BOOZE 

TITUS/ 
CHEESECAKE 

 Hon HASH NERD BIGFOOT  
HASH CAT’S PISS STRUQ FUQ     

Run 2335- Another meander down by the Creek 

 Ned- Albany Creek 

Always a pleasure to attend the God-bothering neighbourhood that is Augusta Ct. so many holier-than-
thou neighbours that one always has to be careful of the songs sung and ensure that they are appropriately 
bawdy and fit-for-purpose. So many subdued hashers, and of course several sans illuminating devices 
(more later), and of course heading towards Autumn (whenever it cools down) such that the light is not at 
its strongest at that time. 
 
Off we meandered on a circuit of the environs. I cant remember if we’d done the same circuit previously, 
but suffice to say that this time there wasn’t a check back at the bottom of the first hill. Thus, a bonus for 
the runners: Cheesy, Chunda, FigJam and B1. Joining, as I did, the front-running walkers, the parambulate 
was circuitous, incorporated some off-road toad-strewn trail, included the dense urban enclave that is the 
‘Creek and made its way back safely to the (more furnished this time) residence of Cap’n Ahab, or ned as 
he is better known. 
 
The usual high-quality circle ensued, and with smoothie the itinerant returning from her latest escapade, 

we were sure to have some stuff-up with run counts. No disappointments there 😊 
 
Cant say what the hash mash was like but the satisfying sound of silence that suffused the simpering sea of 
senile sycophants spoke to the tastiness of the tucker. A grand score of 0/20 from the walk and run 
reporters confirmed the suitability of the exercise. 
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Run/walk report 
Fig Jam- whining about the trail marks being too far apart -2/10 
Dog – False trails and a few hills 2/10 
 

Returnees 
Struq Fuq, Pounda, Smoothie, Ten fingers 

 

Charges 
Pounda - one job forgetting torch, poor prior preparation and planning. Sex Change also for trying to use a 
torch that wasn’t charged 

 
Sex Change- lending Chunda a torch that worked intermittently (sigh!) and Struq Fuq for having similar 
problems. 
Smoothie- not regaling us with details of her next trip  
Ned and B 1- failing to cope with wildlife, ie. failing to rid Albany Creek of the amphibian pestolence 
 With a running problem 
Ten fingers- looking like he’s gone a few rounds with Kosta Tzuyu and losing, and Fig Jam for falling over a 
root 

 
Chunda falling out of truck 
Sex change- coordinated shoes and shirt 
Struq fuq being over enthusiastic with an anonymous femme fatale on trail and reminding them that we 
are a drinking group 
Greasy and Ryvita- getting intimate on trail and shining their torches at Struq Fuq 
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Illegally Blonde- failing to remain in the kitchen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Awards 
Stfu shirt- Once again, Titus bore the brunt of the sins of 
the daughter Sister Sludge 
Bone award- Pounda- can only do it going down 
Two dicks- Ned  
 
 
 
 

Song for another day (to the tune of Jingle Bells) 
Toohey's New, Toohey's New 
Toohey's you're a prick 
Every time I drink too much it makes me really sick 
Toohey's New, Toohey's New Toohey's you're no good 
The last time I had too much  
I couldn't get no wood. 
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Next week’s run 

2336- 10 Homestead Court, Dayboro- Titus 

Run No Date Location Hare(s) 

2336 27.03.23 10 Homestead Ct, Dayboro Titus 

2337 01.04.23 AGPU, 121 Rivergum Drive, Burpengary Fig Jam/B1 

2338 03.04.23 10 Jacqueline Ct, Everton Hills Killer 

2339 10.04.23 28 Garden terrace, Kallangur Cheesecake 

2340 17.04.23 Arthur Davis Pk, Flinders Parade, Sandgate Struq Fuq 

 


